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In the course of the long debate on atomic energy which ha staken plade in this Assembly, the issues have been made quite clear,, .Irish now to re-state in the form of a series of brief propositions
the position which the Canadien Government holds in regard to atomic
energy, and because of which the Canadian delegation will give its fullsupport to this r esolution.

In the first place, the Canadian Government believes that it is

which will protect the nations of the world from the dangers of atomic war : .

la demonstrated also by the anxiety of the Canadian Government that the work

la well known, extensive resources of the raw materials from which atomi c

My second proposition is the followinga atomio warfare cannot

principles through which these two objectives may be realized have been

iiscussion in which representatives of seventeen nations have been engaged .

;etiona as the "necessary basiss from which progress can be made towards ,

nossible to establish a practicable system for the control of atomic energy,

end which sill give freedom to use atomic energy for peaceful purposes .
Phis belief is demonstrated by the time. and attention which the Cenadian .
delegation has devoted to the work of the Atomic Energy Commission and it

oP the Commission should continue and that the difficalties standing in the
Ray of agreement between nations should be removed . Canada pos sesses, as

enerpr may be derived, and Canadian scientists and engineers have acquired
special skills and knowledge in the field . These conditions made pos sible
.°or Canada a considerable national development of atomic energys We believe
nevertheless that full benefïts can come only through the orga nization of
this developeent on an international rather than on a national basis ,

be prohibited nor the international development of atomic energy ensured
except on a basis which provides proper security for all nations . . The .

set forth in the majority reports of the Atomic Energy Commission, These
principles have been arrived at by a long and arduous process of study and

Fourteen nations have agreed in the majority reports and only three have
jissented . The Canadian Government, which was represented in the dis-
cussions in which these principles were evolveel, adheres to them firmly,
9nd confidentl~jr recommends their acceptance to other members of the United

he solution of the complicated problems of the prevention of atomic war- -
'are and the freeing of the world~s resources of atomic energy for peace-
~ul purposes .

In the third place, the Canadian Government believes that the
stage has been reached in the work of the Atomic Energy Commission where,
efore further significant progress can be made, clear direction must be
;iven to the Commission by the Assembly . It was from this General Assembly
~its first session that it derived its original mandate . The resolution
'hich is now before the General Assembly gives confirmation to the con-
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